A recent workshop discussed the recognition of multiple distinct ligands by individual T cell and B cell receptors and the implications of this discovery for lymphocyte biology. The workshop recommends general use of the term polyspecificity because it emphasizes two fundamental aspects, the inherent specificity of receptor recognition and the ability to recognize multiple ligands. Many different examples of polyspecificity and the structural mechanisms were discussed, and the group concluded that polyspecificity is a general, inherent feature of TCR and antibody recognition. This review summarizes the relevance of polyspecificity for lymphocyte development, activation and disease processes.
Please cite this article in press as: Wucherpfennig Emphasizes the finding that some of the peptide/MHC ligands recognized by a particular TCR can be distinct in both primary sequence and structure. In general, the term degeneracy is a better fit for peptide binding to MHC molecules than for TCR recognition. Peptides that are highly diverse in sequence can be bound by MHC molecules and even the requirements for anchor residues are typically not very strict. In contrast, subtle changes in a peptide can result in loss of TCR recognition.
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Molecular mimicry
Polyspecificity in the context of autoimmune diseases: a self-reactive T cell is stimulated by microbial peptide(s) successfully processed from the microbe and bound to MHC molecules, leading to activation and expansion of autoreactive T cell populations. A large fraction of the early literature used this term.
Plasticity and flexibility
One structural explanation for polyspecificity: in crystal structures of TCRs with and without peptide/MHC ligands, substantial movements in TCR loops were documented, in particular in the CDR3 loops. However, not all cases of polyspecificity may be caused by flexibility in TCR loops. Cross-reactivity Similar to polyspecificity, but this term is not as explicit in emphasizing the existence of multiple peptide/MHC ligands. This term was originally used to indicate unexpected reactivity to targets that differed from those used to initially define the clone.
B. Goldstein and P. Hodgkin) as well as complexity in other biological systems (R. Greenspan and D. Krakauer) . This report represents a synthesis of both individual presentations as well as in-depth discussions of key issues in this field (summaries and PowerPoints of individual presentations can be found at http://www.santafe.edu/events/workshops/index. php/Degeneracy and Complexity in the Immune System) ( Tables 1 and 2 ).
Perspective
One of the implications of the clonal selection theory was that a given T cell is highly specific for a single "cognate" peptide/MHC ligand and that recognition of alternative ligands is a rare event. This view was based on the observation that a given T cell clone typically does not respond when tested against several other antigens and that small changes in a peptide can result in a loss of T cell recognition. T cell activation was thus thought to be the result of recognition of a single MHC-bound peptide present at a sufficient density at the cell surface. However, several examples emerged in the early 1990s in which T cell clones or hybridomas were found to recognize alternative peptide/MHC ligands that were remarkably different from the "cognate" Table 2 Major conclusions from workshop
1.
Many different terms are currently used to describe polyspecificity of TCR recognition. The field would benefit from usage of one well-defined term. The workshop recommends polyspecificity because it emphasizes two key aspects, the ability of TCRs to recognize multiple peptide/MHC ligands and the specificity with which each ligand is recognized.
2.
Polyspecificity is an inherent, general property of TCR recognition and relevant to many aspects of T cell biology. 3.
T cells are specific because they recognize a small fraction of all ligands. However, they recognize a substantial number of ligands because the total number of potential ligands is very large. Thus, T cells are both specific and degenerate. 4.
Mathematical models support the conclusion that polyspecificity ensures that a sufficient number of T cells are recruited into an immune response against a particular pathogen.
5.
Motif analysis and structural studies demonstrate that limited sequence similarity can be sufficient for recognition of distinct MHC-bound peptides. However, sequence combinations are important because even small changes can affect peptide conformation. 6.
Polyspecificity is relevant for T cell development, in particular during positive and negative selection. When negative selection is impaired, a large fraction of mature T cells are highly degenerate. T cell clones appear to differ in their degree of degeneracy. 7.
Weak ligands contribute to TCR triggering. T cell activation can thus be described as an integration of signals resulting from multiple ligands, such as one or several strong and multiple weak ligands. 8 .
Autoreactive T cells can be activated by a number of microbial peptides that have limited sequence similarity with the self-peptide. 9.
Alloreactive T cells can recognize other peptide/MHC combinations and the peptides recognized in the context of different MHC molecules can have little primary sequence similarity.
antigen in their primary sequence [1] [2] [3] . At the same time, the structural requirements for peptide binding to MHC molecules were elucidated, demonstrating that peptide-binding motifs were quite degenerate, in particular for MHC class II molecules [4] [5] [6] [7] . Peptides with minimal sequence homology to the original peptide were identified by considering the requirements for both MHC binding and TCR recognition. These studies demonstrated for the first time that a single T cell could respond to a variety of different peptides that were quite distinct from each other [1] [2] [3] . The presentations at the workshop showed that the interaction of T cells with a multiplicity of endogenous and exogenous ligands is central to many immunological processes. Processes such as positive selection in the thymus, survival of naïve T cells, the high frequency of allorecognition and the induction of autoimmunity by exogenous microbial ligands are just some of the distinctive features of the system, explicable from this viewpoint.
Examples of polyspecificity from diverse murine and human T cell systems
Systematic identification of peptide ligands with limited sequence similarity
Polyspecificity was first systematically studied by considering the structural requirements for both MHC class II binding and TCR recognition of a myelin basic protein (MBP) peptide recognized by T cell clones isolated from multiple sclerosis (MS) patients [3, 7] . The analysis was based on the realization that peptide-binding motifs by MHC class II molecules were quite degenerate because multiple amino acid substitutions were tolerated at the two major anchor residues of the MBP peptide for HLA-DR2 (DRA, DRB1*1501). Furthermore, a high degree of specificity of TCR recognition was typically limited to two to three peptide side chains. A large number of viral and bacterial peptides could thus be identified that activated these human CD4 T cell clones. The peptide sequences were quite distinct from the MBP peptide and from each other. Functional dissection of the peptide sequences demonstrated that the residues occupying pockets of the MHC molecule were particularly diverse, while more sequence similarity was observed for residues involved in TCR recognition. Depending on the T cell clone, these peptides had sequence identity either at the P2, P3 positions (-HF-) or at the P3, P5 positions (-F-K) in the central VHFFK peptide segment [3, 7] . The degree of cross-reactivity was even larger when simultaneous substitutions were made at positions P3 and P5 [8] .
These studies thus demonstrated that a single T cell clone could recognize a number of different peptides with limited sequence similarity.
Identification of diverse peptide ligands for T cell clones with combinatorial peptide libraries
Synthetic combinatorial peptide libraries have emerged as a powerful tool for the identification of multiple distinct peptide ligands for human/murine CD4 and CD8 T cell clones [9, 10] . For each position, a set of 20 libraries is synthesized in which one of the 20 naturally occurring amino acids occupies the defined position while all other positions are synthesized with amino acid mixtures. All positions of a 9-mer peptide can thus be interrogated with a set of 180 mixtures (9 × 20) . Incorporation of defined amino acids in the active mixtures permitted synthesis of super-agonist peptide ligands for a variety of T cell clones that are active at substantially lower peptide concentrations than the peptide used to isolate the T cell clone. Furthermore, protein databases searches led to the identification of alternative self or microbial peptides for these clones [11] .
These libraries are composed of complex mixtures. Individual peptides are present at concentrations that are far too low to induce T cell activation. The estimated number of stimulating ligands differs by several orders of magnitude depending on the activity assumed for an individual peptide, for example, 2 × 10 3 versus 2 × 10 6 stimulatory peptides for a 9-mer library, depending on whether peptides are assumed to have an average activity of 10 pM or 10 nM. Since both weak and strong ligands are likely to contribute to activation, the precise number cannot be determined with certainty. It is, however, evident that the number of peptides contributing to T cell activation by such libraries is large. The specificity of TCR recognition is also reflected by this analysis because the fraction of stimulatory peptide ligands in these highly complex libraries is still likely to be small.
An example of degeneracy: The 2C TCR
The 2C TCR has been characterized in great detail, and these studies revealed a diverse array of peptide/MHC ligands for this TCR that induce a wide range of different responses [12, 13] . The TCR originated from an allogeneic CD8 cytotoxic T cell clone and naturally processed peptides bound to L d (allogeneic) and K b (syngeneic) MHC class I molecules have been identified that have very limited sequence similarity. Also, the 2C TCR can recognize multiple MHC molecules (several MHC class I, a non-classical MHC class I and a MHC class II) during positive selection in the thymus. The various peptide/MHC complexes induce a wide range of different functional responses, ranging from positive to negative selection, to potent cytotoxic responses and antagonism. Despite the ability of 2C TCR to recognize such a wide variety of peptide/MHC ligands, this receptor can exhibit exquisite specificity because single conservative substitutions in peptides can abolish activity.
Structural mechanisms of specificity and polyspecificity
General features of TCR recognition
Crystal structures of TCR-peptide/MHC complexes have provided a molecular understanding of the mechanisms of TCR specificity [14] [15] [16] . The 2C TCR structure demonstrated a diagonal binding mode in which the TCR covers almost the entire MHC-embedded peptide [15] . Four TCR loops can contribute to peptide recognition, the centrally located hypervariable CDR3 loops and the germline-encoded CDR1 loops. Most TCRs exhibit exquisite specificity for one or a few peptide side chains at peptide positions directly contacted by TCR, such as the P5 position in the peptide center. Loss of a single hydroxyl group on a peptide side chain can abrogate TCR recognition if a critical hydrogen bond to a TCR loop is absent [16, 17] .
Recognition by autoimmune TCRs
More recently, the structures of several autoimmune TCRs have been determined that show some unusual features of TCR binding to self-peptide/MHC. The 172.10 TCR originated from a T cell clone that induces experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) and recognizes the N-terminal acetylated peptide of MBP (Ac1-11) bound to I-A u [18] . All T cell clones that recognize this peptide/MHC complex use the V␤8.2 segment, and the V␤ dominates the interaction with the MHC molecule both in terms of the number and specificity of contacts. Contacts made by the V␤8.2 CDR1 and CDR2 loop to the MHC helix are strikingly similar to D10 TCR that uses the same V␤. The MBP peptide only partially fills the binding site, limiting the potential peptide interaction surface with TCR. Peptide contacts are only made by the CDR3 loops, and there is only a single hydrogen bond between the TCR and a peptide side chain. Scanning of combinatorial peptide libraries demonstrated that this clone had a preference for native MBP residues at positions P1 Ala, P3 Gln, P5 Arg and P6 Pro, with the highest 
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degree of specificity localized to the P5 Arg side chain that forms the only hydrogen bond to the TCR (CDR3␤ loop) [19] . These results are not consistent with generalized TCR degeneracy, but rather suggest a model in which TCR engagement of alternative peptide/MHC ligands results from highly specific, alternative structural solutions. The crystal structure of a human TCR isolated from a patient with MS demonstrated a binding topology that differs substantially from the central binding mode described above [20] . This TCR (Ob.1A12) originated from a patient with relapsingremitting MS and recognizes a MBP peptide (res. 85-99) bound to HLA-DR2 (DRA, DRB1*1501) [7] . Transgenic mice that express this TCR and HLA-DR2 can develop spontaneous EAE, demonstrating that this TCR can be pathogenic in vivo [21] . Compared to other structures, this TCR is shifted towards the peptide N-terminus and the DR␤ chain helix. The shift towards the peptide N-terminus is considerable because the CDR3 loops are not centered over the P5 peptide side chain, but rather over P2. Similar to the EAE TCR described above, peptide contacts are largely limited to the CDR3 loops. The Ob.1A12 T cell clone can be activated by several microbial peptides that have limited sequence similarity with the MBP peptide. In all of these peptides, P2 His and P3 Phe, the primary TCR contact residues contacted by the TCR CDR3 loops, are conserved. This TCR thus exhibits exquisite specificity (substitutions of P2 His and P3 Phe are not tolerated) but can nevertheless recognize a number of alternative ligands. The unusual topology may have contributed to escape from negative selection.
Influence of a subtle change in the MHC binding of a ligand on TCR recognition
Specificity of TCR recognition is not only conferred by peptide side chains that directly contact TCR loops but also indirectly by peptide side chains that occupy pockets of the MHC molecule, as illustrated by a hemoglobin peptide (Hb, res. 67-76) bound to I-E k and an altered peptide ligand (APL) of the hemoglobin epitope in which P6 Glu is substituted by Asp [22] . The P6 side chain occupies a pocket of I-E k and the Glu to Asp change is subtle because it shortens the side chain by one carbon atom. The two peptides bound with the same affinity to I-E k , but the APL was an antagonist/weak agonist for T cells from 3.L2 TCR transgenic mice. Immunization with these two peptides demonstrated that they stimulated essentially distinct bulk populations of T cells, and the crystal structure demonstrated that the single amino acid change in the P6 pocket resulted in minor differences in the conformation of the P6, P7 and P8 peptide segment. Small changes in MHC anchor residues can thus contribute to the specificity of TCR recognition through subtle changes of peptide conformation.
In a second study, T cells expressing an engineered highaffinity 3.L2 TCR (25 nM) remarkably had unchanged antigen sensitivity and retained antigen specificity [23] . Functional testing of a large set of single substituted TCR contact residue Hb peptides revealed a large increase in the number of stimulatory peptides. This apparent discrepancy between overall antigen specificity of the high-affinity TCR and the large number of recognized single substituted peptides was resolved when chimeric peptides between Hb and non-stimulatory moth cytochrome peptides were tested, showing that MHC anchor residues significantly affected TCR recognition. Together, these two studies highlight how small changes in MHC anchor residues can contribute to the specificity of TCR recognition through subtle changes of peptide conformation.
Receptor binding of multiple distinct ligands without substantial conformational changes
Several crystal structures have demonstrated substantial conformational differences between free and MHC-bound TCR, indicating that flexibility of TCR loops may contribute to recognition of distinct ligands [24, 25] . The CDR3 loops are longer than the germline encoded CDR1 and CDR2 loops and can contain multiple glycine residues, enhancing rotational freedom. However, such flexibility/plasticity may not be the only structural explanation for polyspecificity.
An example of degenerate recognition in which the receptor represents a largely rigid structure is NKG2D, an activating receptor expressed by NK cells and subsets of T cells. Human NKG2D binds to MIC-A, MIC-B and several UL16 binding proteins (ULBP) which have a MHC-like fold, but do not bind peptide or ␤ 2 -microglobulin. Degenerate recognition is observed at several different levels. First, each NKG2D monomer binds to one of the MIC-A ␣-helices and the MIC-A residues contacted by the two NKG2D monomers are largely distinct. Comparison of structures of human NKG2D bound to MIC-A or ULBP3 demonstrates a second level of degeneracy. Two tyrosine residues of NKG2D make important contacts at each of the NKG2D monomer interfaces with MIC-A and ULBP3, but recognize an almost completely different set of amino acids on their interaction partners. Nevertheless, the conformation of the NKG2D binding surface is similar between these two structures [26] .
Thymic selection determines the degree of TCR specificity and degeneracy
To address the impact of thymic negative selection on TCR specificity, IA b + 3 K reactive T cells were isolated from conventional C57BL/6 mice and mice severely deficient in negative selection. T cells from normal C57BL/6 mice were very sensitive to amino acid substitutions at many positions of the peptide and MHC. In contrast, T cells from negative selection limited mice had a much wider range of specificity requirements [27] . Some T cells were biased in needing specific amino acids of the IA b ␣ chain and not the peptide or IA b ␤ chain, while some were biased in needing specific amino acids of the IA b ␤ chain and not the peptide or IA b ␣ chain. In addition to these "off center" T cells, some T cells required very few side chains, while another set had similar specificity requirements as T cells from C57BL/6 mice. Many of the T cells from negative selection limited mice were also highly alloreactive with some responding to most allogeneic MHC they were challenged with. Furthermore, transgenic mice expressing two of the TCRs derived from negative selection limited mice underwent positive selection on MHC class I and class II proteins, and CD8 T cells from both of these mice were activated by peptides bound to the MHC class I molecule H2-K b . Thus, in the absence of proper negative selection, TCRs can react with MHC proteins in a class-and allele-independent fashion. Finding extremely polyspecific TCRs led to the question of what makes a TCR specific or degenerate. Detailed binding studies demonstrated that highly degenerate TCRs do not differ from conventional TCRs in either binding kinetics or equilibrium binding affinity to their peptide/MHC ligand. Rather, the major indicator of TCR cross-reactivity is the number of peptide and MHC side chains that contribute ≥1.5 kcal/mol of binding energy. For example, a MHC class, allele and peptide crossreactive TCR used two side chains of the MHC + peptide to contribute ≥1.5 kcal/mol of binding energy, while at least seven side chains of the MHC + peptide complex contributed this much energy for conventional TCRs [28] . The loss of 1.5 kcal/mol of binding energy would convert a high affinity 10 M affinity interface to a 125 M affinity interface, approximately the limit of affinity for T cell activation. These quantitative studies strongly suggest that a larger fraction of the binding energy for degenerate TCRs is derived from conserved structural features of MHC and peptide. In addition, it suggests that negative selection functions to eliminate T cells that have the highest degree of MHC and peptide degeneracy and thus biases the repertoire towards recognition of peptide side chains.
Receptor editing by autoreactive B cells
Similar to immature T cells, a large fraction of immature B cells is self-reactive, suggesting that most randomly generated antigen receptors are autoreactive. This high degree of autoreactivity was predicted several years ago based on mathematical modeling [29] . Cloning of antibodies from immature human B cells and analysis of their reactivity has shown that ∼55-75% of developing B cells exhibit reactivity to several autoantigens. If tolerance were maintained solely by clonal elimination mechanisms, massive cell loss would result. However, self-tolerance can be brought about indirectly by receptor editing, in which secondary rearrangements lead to the generation of B cells carrying non-autoreactive receptors [30, 31] . There is a division of labor between antibody heavy and light chain genes: the heavy chain locus rearranges first and generates substantial diversity, while the absence of diversity (D) segments in the light chain locus facilitates editing by permitting direct joining of new variable (V) and joining (J) segments. Editing displays a low threshold affinity in anti-MHC transgenic mice (3-83) [32] , a finding that may explain why editing appears to occur in substantial numbers of immature B cells. Editing may also occur during T cell development, but has not been studied as extensively as in B cells [33] .
Polyspecificity and disease-Autoimmunity and viral infections
Several examples of self-reactive T cells that recognize a series of microbial peptides were already described above. These T cell clones were selected using a particular antigen and thus represent only one facet of the self-reactive repertoire. CD4 T cells that proliferated in response to self-peptide/MHC complexes in the absence of deliberate addition of antigen were therefore cloned from normal donors. T cells that proliferated based on loss of CFSE fluorescence (CSFE low ) were single cell sorted and the resulting clones were tested for their ability to respond to a panel of self (MBP, GAD65, insulin, proinsulin) or microbial (tetanus toxoid, mumps virus) antigens. In total, ∼0.04% of CD4 T cells proliferated to selfpeptide/MHC and entry into cell cycle was dependent upon CD28 co-stimulation. A substantial subset of the CFSE low clones (14/545, 2.5%) responded to three of these antigens and thus exhibited a high degree of polyspecificity. For example, such clones responded to GAD65, insulin, proinsulin and mumps virus or other combinations of tested antigens. Proliferation of CFSE low clones recognizing multiple antigens was in almost all instances blocked by an HLA-DR antibody. In contrast, none of the non-proliferating cells (CFSE high 0/73 clones) exhibited such polyspecificity. These results demonstrate that CD4 T cells capable of recognizing multiple distinct antigens are present in the T cell repertoire of normal individuals [34] .
In aggregate, the results discussed at the workshop demonstrated many examples of TCR cross-reactivity between foreign and self-antigens, and the results described above illustrate that such T cells are present in the repertoire of normal subjects. Given such degeneracy of TCR recognition, which factors limit the development of autoimmunity? Studies with the N-terminal MBP epitope demonstrated that peptide length is an important factor. Even though all major MHC and TCR contacts are contained in the Ac1-6 peptide, a longer peptide (Ac1-11) is substantially more effective in inducing EAE. Increasing the affinity of the Ac1-6 peptide by substitution of position 4 (Lys to Met) does not compensate for the loss of the C-terminal 7-11 SQRSK peptide segment and no disease is observed in Ac1-6 (M4) immunized mice. This may be owing to an activation of Ac1-6 (M4) specific T cells that tend to competitively exclude the pathogenic clones (E. Maverakis et al., submitted for publication). Studies with combinatorial peptide libraries discussed above also demonstrated a significant contribution of the C-terminal segment of the Ac1-11 peptide to TCR recognition [19] , but the structural mechanisms are not yet understood. A second consideration is that even though different self-and microbial peptides may stimulate the same T cell clones, immunization with these peptides may lead to the expansion of T cell populations that are largely distinct, similar to the results with the Hb peptide and its APL described above.
Polyspecificity is also relevant in the context of viral infections, due to extensive T cell cross-reactivity between antigens, even from apparently unrelated viruses. Prior infections can thus shape the T cell repertoire and reshuffle the clonal hierarchy, affecting which T cell specificities become dominant in subsequent encounters with other pathogens [46] . Over a lifetime of viral encounters, it can be expected that the polyspecific memory clones will preferentially survive. 
Quantitative assessment of the peptide repertoire presented to CD8 T cells
The availability of complete genome sequences and knowledge of the requirements for peptide processing by the proteasome, peptide transport by TAP and peptide binding by MHC molecules now permits a quantitative assessment of the number of peptides in human and microbial proteomes that can be presented to CD8 T cells. MHC class I molecules present 9-mer peptides (8-11 mers) and analysis of the human proteome (∼30,000 proteins) demonstrated that the majority of 9-mers (76%) are unique in sequence, resulting in a total of ∼10 7 unique 9-mer peptides. The majority of amino acids in human proteins are thus the starting point for a novel 9-mer. Processing and transport reduce the number of available peptides to ∼25% (2.5 × 10 6 9-mers), with the proteasome being more selective than the TAP transporter. Particular alleles of MHC class I molecules are estimated to present ∼10 5 distinct human peptides (in the aggregate, not in one particular cell type). The total number of 9-mers is smaller in any microbial proteome (ranging from ∼3.5 × 10 5 to 1.46 × 10 6 9-mers for different bacterial organisms that were studied, and from only 677 to 4946 9-mers for the analyzed viruses). Tolerance is thus induced by sets of self-peptides that are considerably more diverse than the set of microbial peptides encountered during a particular infection.
An important question is whether 9-mers are of sufficient length to permit discrimination between human and microbial peptides. The probability that a foreign peptide also occurs in the human self is about 0.2% for 9-mers. In contrast, 4-mers have no discriminating ability, and the overlap decreases to 30% for 6-mers and 3% for 7-mers. Not all residues of a 9-mer are directly contacted by the TCR, but peptide binding to MHC class I molecules contributes to specificity of recognition. Due to specificity of MHC molecules for the two primary anchor residues, the overlaps between exposed 7-mers remain well below 1%. The 9-mers used in MHC class I presentation thus tend to carry sufficient information to detect non-self among self-peptides [35] .
This analysis also indicates that there are a substantial number of microbial peptides that are identical in their 9-mer sequence to human peptides (a total of ∼2340 9-mer peptides for a bacterium with 1.46 × 10 6 9-mers; proteasome and TAP transporter constraints are expected to reduce the number to ∼405 peptides). Only a small fraction of such peptides is expected to be presented by a given MHC molecule (a few percent), but due the diversity of MHC class I molecules in the population, a subset of such peptides is likely to be presented to T cells.
Detection of all epitopes requires polyspecificity of recognition
Recognition in the immune system is based on shape complementarity between B cell and T cell receptors and their ligands. The set of ligands that stimulate a B cell or T cell can be represented in shape space, and the region of space shape sensed by a particular receptor is called a recognition region. Because the shape, charge and hydrophobicity of epitopes and immune receptors are all finite, the shape space is bounded. If each receptor can only recognize a single complementary shape, then the immune system would in principle need one receptor for every possible epitope, which would require orders of magnitude more receptors than there are cells in the immune system. However, if each receptor recognized a set of nearby shapes (meaning that it is cross-reactive or degenerate) then a considerably smaller number of receptors would be required to give an essentially complete repertoire. The fraction of shape space that a recognition region covers is the equivalent of the probability that a B cell or T cell recognizes and responds to an epitope, the precursor frequency, which is about 10 −5 . Thus, repertoires with 10-fold coverage, i.e. of size 10 6 , may be sufficient to recognize the majority of epitopes. The major conclusion of this theory is that for clonal selection to work, each receptor/antibody must be degenerate and recognize a region of shape space. Current estimates suggest that each receptor responds to approximately 10 −5 of all epitopes. The number of 9-mer peptides is 20 9 = 5 × 10 11 , implying that each T cell may recognize a large number of different peptides. Thus, polyspecificity must be the rule, not the exception in immune recognition [36, 37] .
In biology more generally, degeneracy is related to three fundamentally important issues: one is uncertainty about the structure of a target sequence, another is limited storage capacity for the recognition elements, and the third is noise in the recognition process. Uncertainty about structure relates to high levels of environmental variability. Limiting coding relates to the fact that host genomes are finite. And noise means that even with the perfect receptor-epitope pairing, recognition and activation might not take place. Degeneracy, by promoting overlap among receptors, provides partial solutions to all three problems. A specificity/degeneracy trade off is also observed in the genetic code. The genetic code is degenerate as multiple codons are associated with the same amino acid [38] .
Specificity versus degeneracy
There are now numerous examples of polyspecificity of TCR recognition, as discussed above, both for human and murine T cells, CD4 and CD8 T cell populations and for T cells initially selected with a microbial or self-antigen. At the same time, there is abundant evidence for an exquisite degree of TCR specificity because minor changes in a peptide can result in loss of TCR recognition. Such changes can be localized either to peptide residues that directly contact TCR loops or to peptide residues that occupy pockets of the MHC binding groove. There is also considerable evidence that particular combinations of peptide residues are required because many peptides assembled from motifs based on single amino acid substitutions are not active.
Thus, the question arises as to whether specificity and degeneracy are contradictions. The workshop concluded that both specificity and degeneracy are inherent properties of TCR recognition. T cells are specific because they recognize a small fraction of all possible ligands (i.e. 1 per 10 5 -10 6 peptides), but are degenerate because the number of potential ligands is very large (5 × 10 11 possible 9-mer sequences for CD8 T cells) [39] .
Complexity in T cell biology and other biological systems
A T cell recognizes multiple different peptide/MHC ligands during its lifetime: these include self-peptide/MHC complexes during positive selection in the thymus, an outcome illustrative of the utility of degeneracy; endogenous self-peptide/MHC complexes that contribute to survival of a naïve T cell in the periphery; and potentially, microbial peptides during the course of an infection. In the latter case, the microbial peptides may activate a self-recognizing cell and cause autoimmunity if several criteria are met. Furthermore, there is considerable evidence that endogenous self-peptide/MHC complexes contribute to TCR triggering and that such weak ligands reduce the number of agonist peptide/MHC complexes required for initiation of signaling [40, 41] . Given this complexity of peptide/MHC recognition, it is evident that T cell selection, survival in the competitive milieu, and activation are the sum of signaling events induced by multiple, distinct peptide/MHC complexes.
Specificity of discrimination can thus not be solely achieved at the level of single receptor-ligand interactions. The functional specificity of an immune response emerges from the integration of multiple signals by a collective of interacting cells (i.e. recognition of multiple peptides from a pathogen, recognition of pathogen-derived structures by TLR) and the interactions between multiple cell types of the immune system (i.e. T cell-B cell collaboration, effector and regulatory T cells) [42] .
There is also a growing realization that biological systems are not adequately described by widely used concepts, such as linear pathway models in which a series of proteins execute a biological program in a stepwise fashion [43] . Greenspan reported an experiment in which he asked whether any behavioral phenotype could be affected from anywhere within the genome. In a matrix experiment, eight genes were examined that were expressed in the central nervous system and that covered a wide range of different functions (ranging from a G-protein coupled receptor to transcription factors). These eight genes were tested in pairwise combinations in a heterozygous state (so that the experiment would not simply reflect a complete loss of function), and animals were tested for eight different behaviors that had not been previously associated with these genes (such as circadian rhythm, sleep, locomotor activity, etc). Many different combinations yielded large phenotypic effects, a result that challenges the linear pathway model. Such complexity may be an inherent feature of biological systems.
The nomenclature discussion
Many different terms have been used to describe the finding that T cells can recognize multiple distinct peptide/MHC ligands, including molecular mimicry, flexibility, plasticity, cross-reactivity and degeneracy (Table 1) . Molecular mimicry was widely used during the early stages of research in this field. However, it only relates to the specialized case in which T cells recognize both peptides from self-and microbial antigens and can thus not serve as a general term that covers the many other biologically relevant aspects (thymic selection, alloreactivity, etc). Flexibility and plasticity suggest particular structural mechanisms in which movement of TCR loops permits recognition of alternate ligands. Examples of such TCR flexibility have been reported, but it is not known whether this is the only structural mechanism. Examples from other receptor systems discussed above (i.e. NKG2D) suggest that binding of structurally diverse ligands does not always require large conformational changes of the receptor. The term cross-reactivity does not imply a particular structural mechanism and mainly refers to relationships among ligands. At the T cell recognition level it can be misunderstood to imply that there is a single primary ligand for a T cell (the "cognate" ligand) and that all other ligands merely represent cases of cross-reaction. In fact, all available evidence suggests that there is not a single "real" peptide ligand for a TCR, but rather a more or less diverse group of ligands.
Several workshop participants expressed concerns regarding the term degeneracy, in part because it is used in many different contexts. The term degeneracy is appropriate for describing peptide binding to MHC molecules because a large variety of peptides can be bound. The term degeneracy is particularly suitable for MHC class II proteins because many changes in the peptide are tolerated, even at the major anchor residues. When applied to TCR and antibody recognition, degeneracy can be misunderstood to imply that recognition is "sloppy", even though TCRs and antibodies discriminate among a larger number of ligands than any other known receptor systems. In the course of the discussion, it thus became apparent that an alternative term is required that simultaneously captures both key aspects: the ability to recognize multiple ligands as well as the specificity with which each of these ligands is recognized. The term polyspecificity captures the essence of both concepts and reinforces the major conclusion of the workshop that specific recognition of multiple distinct peptide/MHC ligands is an inherent property of TCR recognition (Table 1) . This term has already been used to describe recognition of distinct ligands by the same antibody [44, 45] .
Summary
The substantial progress in the field reported at this meeting report leads to the conclusion that recognition of multiple peptide/MHC ligands by each TCR is a general, inherent property of this receptor system relevant for many different aspects of T cell biology ( Table 2 ). The workshop recommends general use of the term polyspecificity because it simultaneously captures the two essential features, the recognition of multiple peptide/MHC ligands as well as the remarkable ability of TCRs to distinguish among many structurally related ligands. The number of potential peptides with unique sequence far exceeds the number of T cells in the immune system and the ability to recognize multiple
